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'75 term starts ~.25i
summer school
d
by Tom Gillooly
Meeting on October 22, the
Law School's Student·Faculty
Committee weighed student
reaction to a ' new academic
calendar which will have classes
underway by the third week in
August. Class officers reported a
generally negative reaction from
night students to an original
proposal which had provided for
only a few days between the end
of classes and the start of exams.
Reaction from day students was
mixed, but favorable overall:

committee that this went a long
way toward meeting the night
school's objections, and while it
may not meet with full approval
from night students, the plan is
likely to be put into effect.
Faculty representatives said the
main objective of the change is
to get Fordham into phase with
other city taw schools for job
interviews and placement. The
new calendar also combines the
Christmas and mid-year recesses
into a ' single three-week
vacation , which will no longer
have to be spent preparing for
finals.
Summer School

Reading Week
The new plan allows for a full
reading week (about nine days,
The mee~ing also saw
counting weekends) before
examinations begin. There was discussion of a proposal
general consens~ s
on the, introduced last year by 2E
president Leslie Abramson that
the Law School undertake a
summer program. This
suggestion was put forth
originally by night students
interested in accelerating their
graduation through a year-round
program of studies.
Sum mer s c h 001 f o-rinvited to submit writing
samples. From these applicants, accelerated gradution would
eight will be chosen. According apparently involve one of two
to Manning, students getting on alternatives:
the Law Review via the writing - a so-called 'February class.'
sample generally have not That is, a class which would
worked out well. In addition, begin its freshman year in
Manning prefers selection solely February, taking classes in the
on the basis of grades because he regular academic sessions and in
feels that law exams are the best summer sessions as well ,
writing sample and because of graduating in June and
the possibility of fraud in the shortening the course of studies
open writing sample by half a year.
- a class which would begin its
competition.
Regarding the proposal by freshman year in the fall but for
Kehayas that non-Law Review which graduation would be
students be permitted to submit moved up to January or
February, shortening the total
Co ntinued on page 5

Law Review firing prolnpts

hearing befOre dismi~1
by Tom McDonnell
on the role of Law Review in the
In the aftermath of Law Law School, Manning thought
Review's controversial firing of that accessibility to the RevieW
Ridge Loux, 3B, its editors are should be increased. Specifically
drafting a Law Review the Law Review moderator said
Constitution providing a full that second year students with
hearing before the editorial superior achievement in 'second
board for any Law' Review year should be allowed to
member or candidate charged qualify for the Review. He
with conduct warranting thought that students with a
dismissal. Law Review mediocre record in first year but
discharged
Loux on two with an outstanding record in
second year as well as second
occasions without a hearing.
Last year's board fired Loux year students just missing the
because supposedly he failed to first year cut off and who
write an article ."of publishable perform better in the second
quality." This year's board told year should be permitted to
Loux that he would be qualify. Manning said that
perhaps second year students
with such qualifications should
be required to submit a writing
sample because their value to
Law Review would be in writing
and not in footnoting.
Joel Davidson, Editor-in-Chief
of the Review had " mixed
feelings " about the proposal. He
felt that third year students
might abuse it by working
for two months during the fall
interviews and then quiting. He
also thought that third year
Ridge Loux', 3B
students might be reluctant to
reinstated if he wrote an article do footnoting and spading.
of publishable quality over the Apparently Davidson disagrees
summer. Because of summer job with Manning about the
responsibilities Loux failed to proposition that such third year
produce an article of publishable students be required only to
quality . However, all parties write and not to do the tedious
concede that Loux was generally spading and footnoting which all
a dependable staff member; his second year candidates must do.
friends say he was one of the
In formulating admission
harder workers on the staff last rules for this year, ' the Law
year. Despite the great time and Review Committee discussed
effort Loux contributed to Law this proposal , but unanimously
Review, neither this year's board rejected it. Manning went along
nor last year's board afforded wi th the other committee
Loux a hearing to defend and members after they convinced
explain his performance. .
him that the writing sample
Although Professor Leonard adequately provides for students
Manning , Law Review just missing the cut off. Manning
Moderator, felt that Loux has however remains reeeptive to the
been treated fairl y,' he said that idea of qualification in second
the Law Review should afford year.
candidates anrl member s
Manning is opposed to the
hearings in such situations.
Manning said, however, that the writing sample as a means of
student editorial board should selecting students for the
have authority over such Review. This year 42 students
dismissal actions without faculty from 1st year day and second
intervention unless the dismissal .' year evening will be selected on
the basis of grades. The
were "palpably arbitrary."
In response to George remaining students in the top
Kehayas's article in the last issue 20% of these classes will be

time by the same half year.
Phasing Difficulties
Both these alternatives may
present logistical problems due
to the accelerated classes' being
out of phase with the regular law
classes. If the accelerated classes
could not be phased into regular
course offerings during the fall
and spring semesters, it is
questionable whether space or.
faculty could ·be found to
accomodate them.
Other alternatives envision a
summer school geared more
toward students enrolled in the
regular course of studies and
graduating in the normal three
or four years' time . A summer
school with this objective would
simply allow for lightening the
credit load by spreading courses
over summer sessions as well as
the regular academic year. Dean
Robert Hanlon, a committee
member, reported that due to
scheduling conflicts, many
students, particularly night
students, experience difficulty
fitting in all the electives they
would like to take; a summer
session could alleviate this
problem.
Credit Requirements
Law School and Court of
Appeals regulations concerning
minimum credits per semester
and minimum credits required
for graduation may present
abstacles to some or all of the
proposed alternative. Dean
Hanlon said these areas would
require further investigation.
Prof. Robert Byrn cited as other
problems the need to canvass
outside the Law School to fill a
Continued on page 4

U.S.D.A . Clinical Program:

Hidden costs ~ut ~ ,job
by Ed Wallace
Fordham's first clinical
employment program got off the
ground , reported Professor
Henry Putzel, but not before it
suffered a major setback at the
hands of fiscal planners.
Originally, five part-time,
paying positions at the U.S.
Attorney 's office were planned;
now there will be only four. The
red uction is the result of
undetermined " hidden costs"
and University refusal to expend
more than it s $5,000
commitment.
"They'll spend $5000 and
not a nickel more," commented
Assistant Dean William J. Moore
who handled the paper work on
the program.
In deciding to begin the
program with less than the
hoped for number of students,
Professor Putzel , took into
a cc ount se veral competing
interests. Foremost was his
desire to get the program started
quickly. Unable to determine
what the total cost , includin'g
workmen 's compensation and
other similar "hidden factors"
would be, he decided to start
with four positions to avoid the
possibility of any cost overrun.
Both Professor Putzel and
Professor Joseph Crowley, who
have guided the fledgling

program through its infancy, felt students. One student who was
that keeping within the budget refused because of lack of funds
this year would ensure long life had been specifically requested
for the program in the years to by the U.S. Attorney's office.
come.
Law students and faculty find
Early reports indicated that themselves in a difficult position
the program would be reduced in relation to this latest setback
to three positions but at the to Fordham clinical employment
specific request of the U.S. programs. Peter Holmes,
Attorney's office, a fourth president of the Student Bar
student was added.
Association, had mixed feeli~:
Over a dozen students applied "I thought it was down to three
for the program and at least five places so I am glad to see it up
met all the qualifications. . to four. But that $5000 just isn't
Students who were accepted enough."
have all had some clinical
Continued on page 7
and all are, third year
experience
.

Lucille Falcone, Chairperson of Fordham Law Women, which
criticized Dean Joseph McLaughlin's hiring policy. (see letter on p.
4)
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TeI1.e: How it works
for Law School faculty
by Paula E. Barnett
Tenure is a magical word in
the realm of university
administration that means that
you're here to stay. For the
career professor it represents the
beginning of a lifetime sinecure.
Thanks to the patience of
Professor Leonard Manning, The
Advocate has obtained the
explanation of this phenomenon
as it operates at Fordham and
we pass it on here to you.
The granting of tenure at the
law school is controlled in a
general way by the rules of
Fordham University at large.
These rules are themselves the
adoptive children of the
American Association of
University Professors Rules on
Academic Freedom and Tenure.
For the rest of the University,
the tenure decision must be
made after a: faculty member has
been employed for a total of six
years; up to three years credit
may be granted for time spent at
another university. At the law
school, the tenure decision must
be made after five years, except
in cases where a professor has a
full three years of credit from
another school. In that instance
there must be three additional
years at Fordham Law School to
yield a total of six years before
the tenure decision has to be
made.
The most interesting part
about these credit years is that a
professor need not have been a
law professor in his or her
previous teaching career, but
only have served in any faculty
capacity at another university.
These rules set the maximum
time allowed before a decision is
reached. Early decisi«:>ns can be
made. Factors which might
prompt an early decision on
tenure include such things as
teaching ability, writing ability,
public service ~ork, and
publication - or the potential to
do so. An early decision is not
always to the advantage of the
professor under consideration,
since it may mean that he or she
has not been given enough time
to prove his or her abilities
before the moment of truth
arrives.
Procedurally the decision is
made by majority vote of the
entire tepured faculty at the law
school. At this moment the total
of tenured faculty, including the
Dean, who does not vote, is
eighteen.
Untenured faculty
number ten, for a total' of
twenty-eight. Not only does
each faculty member vote, but
with this .vote is expected to
submit a written opinIOn
explaining the reasons for the
vote. The vote and all the'
opinions are then given to the
Dean, who submits the entire
package along with his ' own
written recommendation to the
Academic Vice President of the
University. Everything. is then
turned over to the President and
Board of Trustees for final
decision.
. For purposes of collecting
material on a professor up for
tenure, a subcommitee is
appointed within the law school
when the faculty first meets on
ten ure each year. This
committee organizes material on
each candidate (usually two or
three per year) and submits it to
the entire tenured faculty for
vote early.in February. Such
materials include student
evaluations and a form filled out
by the candidate, listing
qualifications and

accomplishments. The matter is
turned over to the president of
the university on the first of
April, each year.
For those who are refused
tenure, a grievance procedure
exists. Usually such persons are
reappointed for a period of two
years, which amounts to a notice
to seek other employment.
When tenure is refused, the
refusal cannot be waived by a
professor in order to stay on at
the whim of the university. The
fragile situation thus created is
considered undesirable.
So now you have tenure and
you're here for good. Removals
of tenured professors can occur
for only two reasons: "for
cause," or for such needs of the
university as financial pressures
. or low enrollment. So far,
neither situation has occurred at
Fordham Law School. "For
cause" may be presumed,
however, to be a showing of
total incompetence and inability
to perform professorial duties.
Tenure is not affected by

leave of absence at Fordham,
although such leave is limited to
one y ear und e r normal
circumstances. Upon return after
an ordinary absence , a professor
must start the tenure procedure
al\ over again.
What are the reasons for this
elaborate system? According to
Dean McLaughlin , tenure
became important in the
McCarthy era of the early fifties.
At that time it was dangerous,
especially for teachers at the
college level, to espouse
anything political, and so in the
interest of academic freedom the
tenure system was adopted to
prevent firing because of
political pressure.
It is difficult to say whether
the tenure system continues to
merit the strictness with which it
ip still followed. Certainly it
provides a reasonable means to
review ' tl)e performance of
professors in an organized
fashion, but it · can also provide
security of position .to those
who may no longer merit it.

photo by Bob Grant
Professor Sweeney reflects on the International Trade Law
conference he attended recently in Geneva.

Sweeney attends
UIN Admiralty talks
by Jim O'Hare
Professor Joseph C. Sweeney,
since 1970 a United States
delegate to the United Nations
Commission on International
Trade Law (UNCITRAL)
recently spent two' weeks in
Geneva in one of a series of
conferences called to revise the
1924 Hague Rules on Carriage of
Goods by Sea.

Consensus:

lenure does'n't Worry profs
by .lim O'Hare
To the ordinary university
professor, the decision whether
or not he will be granted. tenure
is one of the most important
points in his academic life. An
affirmative sets him up virtually
as long as he likes; a negative
puts him out on the street.
Consequently, tenure is always a
matter of first concern to any
AAUP chapter.
.
But a discussion with a
number of Law School faculty
members suggests that tenure to
them is hardly the sacred cow it
is to their colleagues across
Robert Moses Plaza.
NOT ESSENTIAL
The faculty members
contacted neither strongly
defended nor strongly attacked
the system; the consensus would
probably be that it is helpful,
but not essential, for the law
school faculty.
One line of argument in favor
of tenure is that a professor is
entitled to security in his
persOnal life (presumably he
can't teach well if he's worried
about tomorrow's paycheck).
But a Law professor's strongest
security is that he is a lawyer
who always can go into practice
if he has to leave teaching. Not
that all would look forward to

doing so. Many or most consider
themselves teachers as well as
lawyers, but most would be in a
fairly good position to find a
decent job outside academia. A
professor of Sociology would
probably have a tougher time.
The chief reason cited for
tenure generally is to protect
'academic freedom; but few if
any of the Law professors feel
there is any threat to academic
freedom. Several pointedly
stated that they have never felt
in any way pressured to toe any
ideological line. Consequently,
they argue, there is currently no
need for tenure on those
grounds since the problem has
not been shown to exist here.

question of "publish or perish."
Several recently tenured
members said that at the time
they were up for consideration,
there was no pressure to get
materials published at any cost.
Publications were but one factor
along with teaching ability,
involvt;ment with students and
other factors.
NO MENTION

FUTURE PROTECTION
One professor pointed out
that the fact that there is no
problem now does not warrant
surrendering safeguards for the
future . Protection is necessary
not only from brain control, but
perhaps more likely,. from
changes in administration. A
new dean many come in and
bring along several cronies at the
expense of laying off a professor
already there. Tenure would
prevent that.
Tenure decisions have also
traditionally brought up
questions concerning the faculty
member's activities, and the
'1.
1
.

photo by Bob Grant
Donald Sharpe is one of the three professors up for tenure this year.

UNCITRAL is composed of
delegates of 36 nations that
report to the General Assembly
of the United Nations.
Revision Due
Sweeney, an expert on
merchant shipping law, pointed
out to the Advocate that the
Hague' Rules, adopted in 1924;
are due for revision. Today, as in
1924, the · ship owning nations
have one point of view and the
cargo owning nations ~ have
different interests. "Sweeney
points out that the United States
is in the latter category, since
96% of U.S. trade by volume is
via foreign flag vessels. A new
. factor is the presence of
developing nations of ,Asia and
Africa that were not represented
in 1924. He said that the Hague
Rules are "the most
international of all treaties" in
that all maritime nations are
either signatories or have
incorporated th~ rules into their
domestic law. •
Changes

The tenure decision was not
one that preoccupied professors'
concerns.
Professors Donald C. Sharpe,
Frank Chiang and Michael"
Martin are up for tenure this
year.
One professor said that when .
he was up, he was aware he was
under consideration, but not
much more. A recent faculty
addition stated that when he
came on, there was no mention
of what must be done so that,
six years hence, tenure will be
granted.
Some students critical of the
faculty have argued that it is
limited in background; and that
tenure could be used to keep
that so. In other words, the tool
for insuring academic freedom
could be turned around to deny
it.
But tenure is apparently not
even used to eliminate clearly
incompetent faculty members. It
is not necessary, according to
the Chairman of the Tenure
Committee, Professor Manning.
An unfit faculty member would
be taken aside, and, as a
professional, advisied of the
situation. According to Manning,
tenure has never been denied,
although there were two
infamous close calls three years
ago. But if there is any substance
to the charge that the faculty
seeks out mirror images of itself,
it appears that the tenure
inachine is not the tool used to
do the dirty work.

So me c han g e s t he
Commission is trying to hammer
out to the satisfaction of all
include:
Jurisdiction clauses - . Now
common, forum election clauses
were not even mentioned in the
Hague Rules. The United States
and non-ship owning nations
generally object to such clauses
since they effectively deny the
small uninsured shipper . any
remltdy.
"
Probably on its way out is the
policy based defense of negligent
.navigation in Admiralty. 'This
curious but important - rule
permits a carrier to assert · his
own negligence as a defense to
car god a mag e c I aim s .
Elimination of this would be a
major change, and will probably
be approved.
Limit On Recovery
The overall limit of shipper
recovery under the Hague Rules
is $500 per package. This will
probably be revised upwards,
and an attempt will be made to
provide an escalator clause for
future inflation.
Arbitration

Also likely to change are
provIsions on arbitration
procedures .and •provisions
pertaining to limitations on
carrier liability in trans-shipment
of containerized goods.
In all, the changes will have a
major effect on internationill
trade. The final draft is due from
the Commission in 1975, and it
NOT SIGNIFICANT
is expected to go before the
In summary, tenure simply is General Assembly in 19.77. The
not a burning issue at the Law General Assembly should
School. If it weren't for the fact convene a Diplomatic
that tenure is University policy, Conference in 1977 and the new
the Law School faculty probably rules could become effective in
would never have bothered to 1978.
establish it.
t.

.
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Help 7 Clinical Program:

Lavv. m.edia'fight red tape

Geraldo exposes city problems from cellars to rooftops.

A.B.A. calls for
lavv, order in Mass.
. by Aaron Reichel
, .In an effort · to publicly
express concern over the serious
resistance to the federal busing
J:ll~nQate that has stirred up
more controversy in Boston than
any breach of the peace and
cir,~umvention
of the legal
process since, perhaps, the
Boston Tea Party, the American
Bar Association , from its
headquarters in Chicago-which
doesn't exactly enjoy a
lily-white record for civil
obedience either-has called on
the citizens of Boston to
"promptly restore and
maintain"·the rule of law.
:rhe text of the resolution,
WhICh w;as rvleased by the ABA
after it was adopted at a regular
meeting, 'October 18, 1974, of
the 22-member Board of
Governors which acts for the
340-member House of Delegates
when the House is not in session,
reads as follows :
"Because respect for the rule
of law throughout this nation is
essential to the preservation of
our Republic, the American Bar
Association expresses concern
,over the disregard now being
shown in Boston to a presently
valid school busing decision of a
United States District Court.
The Association recognizes that
many persons disagree with that
decision, and that they have
every right to express their views
and to seek reversal or
modification of the Court's
decision. But if this nation is to
endure, court orders must be
obeyed whether we like them or
not; and forcible resistance to
such orders should be neither
encouraged nor tolerated. The
Association urges that the rule
of law in Boston be promptly '
restored and main tained."
HIDDEN RAMIFICATIONS
The Advocate , interested in
what might seem to some to
have been an unnecessary, if not
taken for granted statement,
wished to probe the ABA to
discover any hidden
ramifications to the resolution.
Mr. Louis Potter, executive
assistant to the president of the
ABA, submitted to an exclusive
telephonic interview.
"The thrust o,f the
resolution ," affirmed Mr. Potter,
"was in support of the Court. No
position was taken on the
substance of the decision." Mr.
Potter insisted that the matter
was raised by the board
members themselves, without
any direct pressure from any
outside source.
When asked why the Bar
Association saw fit to go on

record on what was C'>Dce as
controversial a matter in legal
circles-respect of the law-as
the institution of motherhood
used to be in domestic circles,
Mr. Potter began his response by
adding to the question .
"Hundreds, if not thousands" of
court decisions are being
violated, conceded the Bar
official. "A great deal of public
interest," he understated, "has
focused on this particular
violation. "
Asked whether the Board of
, Continued on page 6

Civil

~egal

by Ed Wallace
Naimah Fuller's brand new
$60 boots were too small.
Geraldo Rivera's Help-7 project
made them fit. That was a
routine consumer problem for
the joint Fordham-WABC-TV
complaint center.
A full time volunteer took Ms.
Fuller's complaint and called the
store owner. When he learned
that Geraldo Rivera and WABC
were concerned, the store owner
agreed to reconsider his refusal
to help his customer who had
been given a size six when she
needed a size eight.
Meanwhile, on the telephone,
a Fordham Law student talked
to the mother of a handicapped
child who was caught in the
bureaucracy. She had sent her
daughter to the regular public
school. The school sent the child
home. ' By the time the mother
found the proper school for
handicapped children, it was too
late to register.
CON ED GRIPES
On another phone a woman
was about to lose her electricity
for non-payment of her Con Ed
bill. Her complaints to Con Ed
that she could not possibly owe
$735 for two months service had
been ignored. Help-7 was her last
resort.
All of these complainants
came to the right place. Help-7
helped Naimah Fuller's boots
will
be
stretched.
The

Aid Program:

Ed McKenna said he ' often
spends five or six hours more
than the required three at the
Center.
Paula ' Barnett finds work at
the Center challenging. She cites
as an example the case of an
innocent bystander who was hit
in the 'leg by a stray bullet and
paralyzed, and subsequently
found herself without a job or a
place to live.
"People come to us when
they have nowhere else to turn,"
she said. Ms. Barnett complained
that the lecture part of the
course is boring. The lectures are
often just propaganda for the
agency which the lecturer
represen ts."
The Help-7 center, which is
staffed entirely by volun'teers,
can
presently
take
only
complaints by mail.
The key to the center's
operation is a system which can
withstand personnel changes and
bureaucratic delays. "We've
already made changes on our
intake cards," said Birnbaum,
"We want to keep it simple and
effective. "
THE "MAGIC BOOK"
At the heart of the system is
the Magic Book, a directory of
referrals and red tape cutters.
Each complainant is referred to
the proper agency or department
and asked to try to solve the
problem for herself or himself. If
that fails, Help-7 will intervene.
First -a law student or other
volunteer phones the alleged
culprits and mentions WABC-TV
to persuade them to work out
the problem. If no resolution is
~ached, a call will be made to a
Help-7 contact within the
complained against organization.
depending on the office, handle He is usually able and willing to
matrimonial cases, paternity act directly on the problem
cases, bankruptcy cases, landlord
"We have contacts in the
and tenant and' social security
Attorn~y General's office, the
!!ases. It is a program well worth Mayor s office, even at General
reinstating.
Motors -Warranty Division,"
In addition to providing '
Professor Birnbaum notes. The
valuable practical experience,
estimated rate of successful
the Legal Aid clinical program dispOSitions is between 80 and
starts the student on the path 90 percent, though full time
toward obtaining a summer job
volunteer administrator Mary
and/or a permanent position Lou Pizzarello is qUick to point
with
the
Society.
Since
out that a successful disposition
preference in hiring is given to
may simply involve giving a
Legal Aid Law Interns ~d since complAinant: a phone number.
benefits and reduced caseload
, URBAN PROBLEMS
resulting from last year's legal
Originally intended as a
aid strike has cut turnover from consumer program, the .center
30% to 5%, failure to reinstate
finds that it is really an urban
the program would substantially problem project. The largest
cut Fordham students out from single number of complaints
Legal Aid employment.
relate to housing and welfare,
The decision to reinstate the
program rests largely with Dean and as winter brings heating
McLaughlin and Professor Yorio. complaints, tha~ trend will grow.
The civil Legal Aid program is Consumer problems run a close
most worthwhile; reinstating it second, however, particularly
requires strong initiatives on all with furniture and automobile
purchases. Public Utiliti~s have
sides.
been the object of many
complaints, and in a break with
its present "mail only" policy,
the center has even successfully
handled a suicide threat.
Perhaps the most significant
long range result of the
Fordham-WABC project is its
equal ' ·reliance on law and
journalism.
"I see journalism as a way of
practicing law," Geraldo said.
Sheila Birnbaum seconded his
thoughts, "In solving these
consumer problems journalism is
like the class action in the law
with the added advantage that
the consumer himself becomes
educated."
.
Professor Birnbaum does not
think it is too early to call the
program a success. "We started
photo by Bob Grant small and we will grow slowly,"
Programs Director will decide on she said. "I'd rather be small and
'
effective than big and lousy."
handicapped girl will go to
school and the Public Service
Commission will keep Con, Ed
from turning the lights out.
"Our job is problem solving,"
says Professor Sheila Birnbaum,
co-director of the project. "We
use our knowledge of the law to
cut through the bureaucracy. All
law is problem solving,"
GENERIC PROBLEMS
Professor Birnbaum oversees
the operation of the program
and runs seminars at the Law
School which help studentS and
volunteers deal effectively with
the fifty or sixty problems
which come to Help-7 every day.
In its first three weeks the center
satisfactorily closed 100 cases.
Geraldo Rivera sees to it that
recurring social problems are
exposed and hopefully solved,
"These problems are generic,"
he said. "They affect large
numbers of people and they
cannot be solved quickly if they
can be solved at all. " ,
, "I'm stiII not satisfied with
Willowbrook," Rivera said of his
first major exposure, "But I
expect the situation there to be
90 percent better by the end of
the spring legislature."
Students in the program have
uniform praise for the clinical
side of the consumer course.
Terry O'Rourke said, "It is a
good framework within which
you can teach yourself consumer
law."

Yorio weighs"reinstatement
that Legal Aid would require a
by Tom McDonnell
Professor Yorio, Chairman of stipend if an attorney is to
t he
Clinical
Education lecture two hours a week. Yorio
said "one could argue that the
co.mmittee,
reaffirmed
hi~
interest in reinstating the organization is getting something
Clinical Legal Aid program out of the program. Maybe they
which he and Dean McLaughlin should not be ·compensated."
Yorio also said that resolving
terminated last summer. "It's a
valuable
program.
Students this issue turned on the amount
participate in the civil area of of money Legal Aid would be
the law and can get broader asking, and the availability of
experience than, let's say that money.
Yorio suggested that one
Professor Birnbaum's clinical
possible solution to the problem
program."
Two obstacles remain to the would be to get Fordham
reinstatement of the program. Faculty to volunteer to ' teach
the course. Goldblatt thought
however.
The first concerns supervision that this proposal was excellent.
of students. One of the major He also said that the Society
reasons that the program was would welcome students on a
dropped last summer was voluntary basis if an accredited
because supposedly, Legal Aid program could not be worked
failed to provide students out.
The Civil Legal Aid Clinical
adequate superVISIOn. The
second involves Legal Aid program provides students the
educational
demand for a stipend for its ou ts tanding
weekly two hour lecture. opportunities. Students in the
Although Yorio said that was program argue welfare cases,
not a "major obstacle,''- il was a have their own clients and,
factor in the termination.
Legal , Aid attorney Lester
Goldblatt, the newly appointed
director of the Legal Aid Clinical
program, said that he would
insure
that students were
, properly supervised. He said, " If
it (the lack of supervision) was a
problem in the past, it will not
be a problem if I have anything
to do about it."
Goldblatt's goal is to have one
attorney supervise each studen t.
It must be noted that the
question of past lack of
supervision was most debatable.
Several students, including
myself have found that Legal
Aid adequately supervised its
law interns. Other students,
according to Yorio, had found
otherwise.
The second obstacle still Professor Edward Yorio, Clinical
remains, however. Goldblatt said the Legal Aid Program
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Open Letter to

Deal7~'

FLW rap hiring policy

Dear Dean McLaughlin,
This Fall, for the first time, a seminar
entitled "Women and the Law" was
Staff: Paula Barnett, Richard Calle, Joyce Cleveland, Frank DeStefano,Jason Eyster, offered at Fordham dealing with the
Tom Gillooly, Bruce Hearey, Lofton Holder, George Kehayas, Nick Letizia, Mark subject of sex-based discrimination. The
Lichtblau, Andy Micek, Terry O'Rourke, Mike Puleo, Nick San tangelo , and Peter lawyer hired to teach the course comes
./
Sherman
with an admitted lack of prior interest or
involvement in the field . We submit that
Letters may be submitted to The Advocate at 140 West 62 Stree t, N. Y. , N. Y. 10023
hiring an inexperienced person bespeaks a
regrettably cavalier attitude, in fact, a
~O~p~~~i~oo~s~e~x~p~re_ss_e_d_in_~~
' g~n_ed_a_rt_ic_l_~_ar_e_n_o_t_n_e_~_s_s_ar_il~y_t_h_o_se_~_th_e_e_d_i_to_r_ia_l_b_o_ar_d_'~iliscri~ndory
dti~~ toward the
subject matter and toward the women
law students who asked to have such a
course at Fordham. In plain language,
your decision says "Women and the Law"
The elitism of Law Review creates a negative educational atmosphere at could be taught by any woman who is a
Fordham and othel; law schools. Law reviews as an institution promote lawyer or any lawyer who is a woman. .
cut-throat competition, especially in first year, and set up two classes of
We protest this attitude on your part.
studen~ first and second class. Reviews stifle an atmosphere of It is in .striking contrast to the School's
apparent hiring policies. A look at the
cooperation and potential fulfillment.
of other professors hired
Law reviews, however, do reflect the· fierce competitiveness of our qualifications
for this academic year is sufficient to
profession and our society. To cut down the elitism of Law Review really point up the fact that only lawyers with
requires cutting down elitism and fierce competition within our profession outstanding
academic
backgrounds
and our society. So many of our other societal problems involve these and/or several years' experience in a
characteristics. Turning both society and the profession around will particular .field of expertise were sought
for other courses.
require a long term commitment.
Hiring a novice in this field has
Law schoQls, themselves, however, can make law reviews less elitist and effectively deprived us of the opportunity
more equitable. To make law review less elitist, law schools could render to benefit from the insights which come

~=Iitislll

I

law review co-equal with other less prestigious legal journals such as the
Urban Law Journal at Fordham. In addition, perhaps law schools should
have more legal journals, each of comparative equal status, providing any
student, wishing to contribute, the opportunity to do so. Increasing the
access and numbers of students on such reviews increases educational
opportunities, and thus, outweighs any possible reduction in the Law
Review's quality.
To make Law Review, as it presently exists, more equitable, the
following proposal should be adopted:
• Students who just missed the Law Review cut off and who do better
in second year and students who perform exceptionally in second year
after a mediocre first year should be allowed to qualify for the Jl.eview.
• Law Review should set · aside a substantial number of pages for
publication of casenotes, comments, or book reviews of non-law review
students.
-. Scholarships for the 10 Law Review editors, although funded by the
Law Review Alumni Association, should be abolished and used either to
pay for the pages of non-law review student publications or for students
including Law Review members who based on need require financial aid.
The elitism of law reviews will continue to stultify the educational
atmosphere of law schools; to eliminate this elitism requires effort on the
macro-level of the professiop and society and the micro-level of the
individual law school.

Letter to the Editor:

ULJ Ed. backs L. Rev.

Dear Editor;
I would first like to clarify a possibly
misleading statement in the October 15th
Advocate. It was said that any student
who does not make Law Review may join
the Urban Law Journal (ULJ). While it is
true that the ULJ does not select its staff
on the basis of grades, those who wish to
be _considered must s\:,pmit a writing
sample during our writing competition
held in the Spring Term. Though in the
past most of those submitting samples
have been selected, this is only a
reflection of the number of samples we
receive compared to the needs of the
ULJ. The size of the staff is not expected
to increase if the number of samples
increases.
. In response to the iliscussion about
Law Review, I would like to offer my
own thoughts. I believe that the Law
Review should continue substantially as it
has in the past. As the school bulletin
says, Law Review membership is an
honor. I believe that there is room for
It is time that some attention /be directed to the physical needs of the such a practice inLaw School as well as in
Law School Placement Office.
society. Therefore, I do not address those
Any discussion of the goals of the Placement Office - positions in ' who differ with me on this point, though
summer, part time, and full time legal work - must be prefaced by an I respect their opinion most sincerely.
This is not to say that because a
examination of the prerequisities of effectiveness: physical space, student does not qualify for Law Review
adequate staffing and funding.
on the basis of first year grades, that
Most students at Fordham indicate that they'd like more direction from person should be considered a "second
the Placemenj; Office in their job search. From the student veiwpoint, class" student. That state of mind can
there are some obvious problems.
~r
'
only exist if the non-Law Review people
believe it themselves. If I felt that I would
The present office quarters are physically crmnped; two or three students not be a competent attorney I would not
fill up the outer room. There is not enough space to sit down comfortably threaten the security and prosperity of
to leaf through the available materials, check out firm resume~, or to sign my potential clients by continuing in law
up for interviews. The office itself discourages browsing, and the attitude school. Certainly this applies to those
one encounters is one of "hands off," don't touch." The conclusion is who "just miss" being selected to Law
.
.
Review, as well as those who "blossom"
inescapable that larger office space is necessary.
later. Excellence should be rewarded,
Another problem is the confusion caused -by the lack of one centrally however, and first year is a reasonable
located posting place for interview schedules, job notices, fellowships and and practical ' selection point for Law
the like.
Review.
The office is also understaffed. One director and one assistant is simply
The training Law Review offers,

not enough for a school the size of ours. One suggestion would be to enlist
student help over the summer (thereby providing needed jobs) to do
mailings, to update firm listings, to eI1large the public interest offerings,
and to spread the good word of Fordham. During the year, part time
assistants would make the interviewing season run more smoothly.
Perhaps work-study money could be channeled in this direction.
These and other problems indicate that increased funding is a must if
the effectiveriess of the placement program is to be improved. The
University should be willing to utilize its funds in an area crucial to the
future of each law student. Obviously; many of these problems are
beyond the control of the Placement Director. But more money, used
effectively and coupled with active alumni support could' make a real
difference.
We feel that there is a direct relationship between limited resources and
limited job pfospects. We at Fordham deserve better.

with experience and scholarship. While
good intentions and hard work on the
part of the professor will make her
knowledgeable about the subject matter,
they cannot compensate for the fact that
she
was
neither
interested
nor
experienced in the field before she was
offered the opportunity to teach the
course.
We object not only to the decision, but
to the decision-making process as well.
Because the course was of special interest
to the Fordham Law Women, members of
our group met with you last Spring and
requested permIssIon to meet with
candidates being considered to teach the
course. This right of consultation was
first granted, but Will; then summarily
withdrawn, leaving us no opportunity to
voice our protest before the fiilal decision
was made.
The admission of women to Fordham
Law School in ever-increasing numbers
will amount to mere tokenism, if, once
are · denied
the
admitted,
they
opportunity to -pursue an area of study
which is of interest to them as a group: .
Fordham Law Women
Chairpersons Lucille Falc~me
Jill Jacbson

however, should be made available to
those who, in the pursuit of a
legitimate-indeed, commendable-desire
to further their legal education; wish
further writing experience. The ULJ
offers substantially the same training as
Law Review. However, if the demand
should warrant it (and so far it hasn't),
the Law School should establish a third
alternative for those not selected for Law
Review or the ULJ. One idea is a series of
writing electives, conducted in small
groups, under the tutelage of individual
faculty members. Theoretically', any
professor in the school should be able to
teach such a course. The close contact in
such a set-up would approximate the
editor-staff relationship (some say it
would be infinitely better). Whether
course credit should be allowed is unclear
to me at this time. It could be argued that
the opportunity to publish is sufficient
reward for Law Review and ULJ
participants.
In any event, I commend the Advocate
for initiating this debate. Though all
institutions can use periodic exmaination,
I believe that the concept of Law Revie,w
is by no means obsolete. In addition, the
Administration of the Law School should
be commended for its continued support
of an alternative to Law Review. The
ULJ, threatened by a total cut-off of its
funds by Rose Hill, has since been
completely subsidized by the Dean's
office and alumni contributions. In these
days of tight money, especially in
education, the Administration has proven
its commitment to sound legal education
at Fordham. (Now if they would only
leave the lights 01) in the library at night.)
Very truly yours,

,

David Edelson
Editor-in-Chief
Fordham Urban Law Journal

'75;term starts early
Continued fr'Om page 1

summer teaching faculty, additional staff
and physical plant expenses, and the
necessity Q.f a guaranteed minimum
enrollment to make the plan financially
feasible.
.
I submitted a report to the committee,
on the school's policy, or lack of policy,
on standards for paper· and advocacy
courses and clinical programs. The Law
School <;atalogue restricts students to one
paper course per semester anq one clinical

program per year. The report stated that
some students have been barred from
taking an advocacy course and a clinic~
program at the same time while others
have been permited to enroll in the same
combination of courses unchallenged and
raised the question whether a
well-defined policy exists and, if so, why
it is not being evenly applied. Dean
Hanlon is expected to respond to the ·
inquiry at the committee's next meeting;
the faculty has the final decision.
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Theatre:

A light in the Bowery

James C. Payne and Coral S. Potter wait for Godot in Cocteau
Repertory production.

SBA defaults
on speaker forulI1

J

and layman alike is a good one,
by Rich Calle
but it simply is inadequate. 'This
If those of you who have class
is a law school and as such,
on ' Thursday afternoons have (wo)men of the field should be
ever wondered why there is a
procured to share their insight
one and one·half hour break
and
knowledge of the profession
between classes, rest assured that
with
the law student body. What
your situation is not a matter of
accident. Dean Hanlon; at the is needed is a continuation of
request of the S.B.A., designated the quality of the past guest
the hour from one to two as free speaker programs. True the
to enable students to attend S.B.A. funding of the program
derive
solely
from
guest speaker leactures that were does
"Other-$650"
in
the
school
to be scheduled by the S.B.A.
That this is a valid 'explanation budget, but fees were not an
for the lapse between classes is insurmountable obstacle in the
not doubted, but as of this past and should not be so now.
writing the program is yet to be The fact that past lectures were
initiated. Not one lecture has poorly attended also should not
-been held during this school be a deterrent to obtaining
year. The fact is doubly quality speakers, for adequate
lamented when one considers attendance is prompted by the
,
that this has been an election Thursday free hour.
The
library
at
this
tfme
is
year with candidates ove'reager
for a forum to obtain exposure. ' overcrowded. If the hour was
With Election Day past, it now reserved to encourage students
seems even less likely that the to attend the speaker programs
program will be realized for this then the S.B.A. should take
steps now to insure that such
year at least.
programs are offered. Guest
But do not despair fellow speakers should be scheduled for
students for according to Pete next month not next spring. It is
Holmes, president of the S.B.A., only when these measures are
if all
continues smoothly taken that the students will reap
Fordham students can expect a the benefits that as of noW have
series of related lectures to be been denied to them.
held sometime next semester.
Holmes revealed that tile S.B.A.
is in the midst of preparations What's up? '
for bolding a program on ' the
problems of the economy. He
disclosed that with the direction
the economy is heading, a
foremost question of concerned
by Mark Lichtblau
mirids and the fact that no
It's common knowledge that
economic course is offered by , there's more to do in New York
the Law School, the S.B.A. than just about anywhere else, if
considers
the
topic both one has the money to dQ it.
appropriate and relevant to the What most people don't know is
students. This may be so, but if that there's a lot to do here,
one
considers the S.B.A. even if one is ,as broke as
programs of the last two years, students traditionally are.
this spring's forum runs a poor
Lincoln Center offers some of
third.
the best entertainment around
Within the last two years the and reduced price tickets are
guest lecturers here at Fordham available in a varietY of ways,
have included Milton Halpern, depending upon the company
Chief Medical Examiner of New you want to see. There are
York City, Jacob Fuchsberg and student tickets, standing-room
Harold L. Stevens, two of this tickets, half-price tickets a f~w
years candidates for the vacant minutes before curtain; Check
seats on the Court of Appeals, with the box office. Also, full
Judge Charles Breitel, Attorney price tickets to the opera start at
General Louis Lefkowitz and only $2.50.
D.A. Candidate William Vanden
Movies are still the best bet
Heuvel. Also on the ,list are for an inexpensive night out. My
Richard Kuh (then Manhattan two favorite stand-bys are the
D.A.), the Japanese ambassador St. Mark's Cinema (2nd Ave. &
to the United Nations, a member St. Mark's Place), and the
of Ralph Nader's ~.I.R . G. Olympia (Broadway & 107th).
group and a Fortune Society They both show fine feature
speaker on prisoner's rights.
films and admission is only
To be fair, the economic $1.00 at all times. The schedules
forum planned for the spring is a and times are prettY erratic,
step in the right direction. The though, so it's a good idea to
idea to hold two or three related check the newspaper or give
discussions to provide the them a call before you go.
students with a thorough
The Elgin Cinema (8th Ave.
understanding of the economic & 19th St.) consistently screens
problems confronting lawyer film classics, and admission for

the actors is this presentation of moves with mirthful resolution
by Terry O'Rourke
Yes, the Bowery is a dismal Godot admirably conform to the in the dual capacity of Snout
and Mustardseed. Again, Michael
boulevard. With dipsomaniacs essential temperament.
Michael Fesenmeier's Fesenmeier, alternating as
rotting in alleys and
tatterdemalions combing the interpretation of Lucky leaves Bottom and Pyramus, strikes
gre y decay in search of one aghast. He has fully and steals the hearts of his
sustenance" it is ' not an area to abandoned himself to the audience. He doesn't play to the
be regarded happily. But, in a playwright's conception and it is house. He simply plays his part.
univer se without easy difficult to believe the role has He performs competently.
There are some uneven and
expJicati on con tradictions ever been played more totally.
abound and to even this dark age Jim Klawin's Pozzo is forceful awkward moments. But overall
of urban blight there are granted and stunning. James C. Payne as the cast's pronounciation is
small, shimmering enclaves of Estragon and Coral S. Potter as above standard in its passion for
light.
Vladimir adroitly cavort with exactitude and there is really
The Jean Cocteau Repertory the calculated hesitations and small reason not to take in the
'a t the commodious Bouwerie that paucity of will and power merriment spawned by Puck's
Lane Theatre is one of a variety demanded of them. The effort is negligence.
Ghosts is given a traditional
of Off and Off - Off Broadway unassailable; the performance
exposition. Henrik Ibsen. was
enterprises which for reasons of enthralling.
economy and availability have
The play spe'aks of an never one to salute a convention
repaired to this part of town. It arbitrarily organized existence in and his talent for taking society
is here that inquisitive students which the flawed human makes to task is evident here. However,
and seasoned devotees take in selections without choices, ,a problem with the play is one
performances which are passes his days amid inevitable that Ibsen himself might have
redoubtably professional at agitation and is consigned realized when he remarked in
prices that are surprisingly forev~r to confront the void. For another context that "the life of
Beckett, life is a flatulent a normally constituted truth is
nominal.
This is the Repertory's fourth expellation. I suppose he can twenty years at the outside".
year and by spring it will be proceed to write despite these Many of the ideas he sought to
offering eight productions- four grave notions of futility because propound against outrageous
of which are currently playing. he understands . as Andre resistance are now considered
Shakespeare, Moliere, Ibsen and Malraux observed - all of art is a sound dictates of common sense.
revolt against man's fate.
Words penned in the struggle for
Beckett vie for our attention.
This repertory should be ascendancy lose something in
The Company's staging of
Waiting For Godot is' its most congratulated for a fine revival the aftermath of acceptance.
of a great play.
proficient.
Yet, the play lives. The
Also presented are dramatic techniques are timeless
Absurd theatre is plainly one
of the demanding forms of Shakespeare's A Midsummer and one watches the evocation
dramaturgy , The players are the ' Night's Dream and Ibsen's of horrible ifs and the gradual
Both
are
sturdy spreading of guilt with
only possible reality and their Ghosts.
In
addition, unslackened interest. Notably,
abilities undergo extraordinary productions.
examination. Reflecting the Moliere's The Doctor In Spite Of Oswald's final syncope which
fundamental Himself will open by the time ' could all too easily be played
-playwright's
motivation, they must strive to this review has gone to press.
melodramatically is plausibly
In A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S handled by Craig Smith.
convey an informing dispOSition.
Now at the close of Samuel DREAM a very lean, unadorned
The theatre offers little in the
Beckett's novel Murphy, the stage allows only ,a revolving way' of sound effects and the
protagonist wills that his body construct as a vehicle for scene lighting probably ranks among
be cremated and his ashes distinction. But the players in the barest arrangements I have
flushed down a toilet in the this comedy dart about encountered. But the plays are
Abbey Theatre. On the way to energetically and their compact classics and are classically
perform this solemn task, a rompery makes for pleasant fare . rendered. If there has been no
would-be executor stops off at a
Ms. Lesley Appleby , is an ' time to take their wisdom
grog-shop and through an endearing Hermia. GleefUlly elsewhere or if the years have
embarassing mischance the ashes child-like throughout, each of eroded an original acquaintance
end irretrievably scattered across her glances are sweet lancets of with the texts, there seems no
the barroom floor. I contend it levity. Craig Smith provides a better way to augment or refresh
is this spirit that pervades the suitable sprite in the role of one's personal mythology.
entirety of Beckett's work and Puck. Jere Jacobs coos and
At the moment, the
- Repertory is engaged in !l fund raising campaign. There isn't any
need to belabor the old saw
about talent and devotion not
paying bills. Small theatres need
audiences to survive. With ticket
prices at $2.50 for stude'nts and
$3.50 for all others, accusations
students is $1.00 between 1 & 6 Broadway & 45th St.
If anyone comes across a of self-interest can't be made.
P.M. Monday through Saturday.
So
ilOtwithstanding
the
Their famous midnight good deal for students and
screenings (scenes of New York's wouid like to share it with the presence of indigents suffering
kinkiest freak shows), however, rest of us, drop me a line the cold deflation 'of crapula, the
through The Advocate and I'll willk to the Bouwerie Lane is
are a separate admission.
worth the taking.
The First Ave. Screening try to pass it along.
Room (at 61st St.) is very big on
esoteric foreign films, so if
, Loux firing prompts hearing
sub-titles aren't your thing,
don't go running over. However,
basis of scholarship."
occasionally they show Continued from page 1
Regarding the question of
something exciting and in
case
notes
and
comments
for
selection
on the basis of grades
English, and they also admit
publication, the Law Review versus the selection' on the basis
students for $1.00 between 1 &
5 P.M. Monday through Friday. moderator said, "It's something of a writing sample from a large
Both the Elgin and the Screening worth studying." Davidson said percentage of the studentry,
Room change their features that he would have to give the Crowley said, "Does it mean
quickly, so check local listings proposal some thought before he simply that a person who writes,
could comment.
well should be selected for Law
carefully.
'
In response to Kehayas's Review? Scholarship is of greater
Probably the best value in the
city is the Museum of Modern assertion that Law Review and importance, it would seem to
Art's Student Membership. A its selection ' system placed me.'"
Crowley also said that he '
one-year individual membership students, especially first year
is only $15.00, and entitles you stu den t s, un d e r undue would be disinclined to any
to full privileges, including competitive pressure, Manning selection procedure that dilutes
unlimited admission to the said, "The whole of life is fierce tha Law Review's quality.
museum. Details and a calendar competition." As long as the According to Crowley, the high
of events are available upon competition is fair, Manning saw quality of Law Review enhances
nothing wrong with it.
the reputation of the school.
request from the museum.
I also interviewed ProfessL.c And "benefits every man and '
Crowley. On this point, the ' woman in the school."
Labor Law professor said, "The
Crowley said that he would
Broadway theatre buffs our
society.
have
no objection to any student
profession
reflects
you can pick up half-price
tickets for many prodactions on It's a very competitive world. I submitting a case note or
the day of performance from the see nothing wrong with people ,comment to the Law Review for '
half-price ticket booth at selected for Law Review on the pUblication.

Film discounts for students
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A: He vvon $on Jeopardy '
Q: Who is Jack Ford?
;

l

by Bruce G. Hearey
this initial e x am , and opponents during the break
Take a young marriage, and a distinguished himself further in Jack copped the $5,000 b)
car demolished in two separate the personal interview with this getting Connie Mack as thl'
hit·and·run accidents in the response.
coach of a Philadelphia footbai:
· space of a couple of weeks.
Q: Name something that team in the early 1900's. Ir,
Throw 'in some hefty law school never existed?
addition, to the jackpot, he wor .
A: Tomorrow.
the game itself with anothe!'
tuition bills and a lot of idle
August time in Ivy League Most of the other candidates $1000 in winnings.
In the game aired the nex'
football camps. Add just a hit of blanked on that one.
luck and an engaging
'Two days after that te.st, day but actually taped ter
personality, and the results "Jeopardy" asked Jack to come minutes after his victory , Fore
should be $6,000 in cash down to the studios for a taping. was soundly defeated. "I had m)
winnings and a two-week The testers tell you that mind on how we were going t<.
photo by Bob Grant
vacation for two in London, contestants do 100 times worse spend
the $6,000", Jack
In
the spring, Jack Ford, 3A, got out of final jeopardy with $6,000 and a London
England. This is the story of in front of the cameras than explained.
Jack "Jeopardy" Ford, 3-A, and they ' do in the preliminary Dorothy and Jack vacationed · vacati9n.
A: The last remaInIng . also found that contestants run
his wife Dorothy and how they classroom test, so they do have a in Paris and skied at Chamonix in
country in Africa still retaining a into "hot" and "cold" streaks,
got to meet Art Fleming.
"p r ac tice" game before the Alps. .
This fall , "Jeopardy" moved name based on the name of its much like athletes do, and that
Jack was an all·lvy League "dummy" cameras. Jack had less
it was important during a "hot"
defensive back for Yale, Class of of a problem with camera to prime time , and Jack got an founder.
streak not to relax or let up. Q: What is Rhodesia?
'72. When pre·season training nervousness that most others invitation to return to the show.
Jack also released some Further, he said that it's
camp rolled 'around the end of b e c a use d uri n g his "They like contestants who
every summer, the lazy hours undergraduate days at Yale, he don't freeze up, and wanted background scoops on longtime important
to
igJlore
the
between double-sessions could had often been a guest on Yale contestants who had already "Jeopardy" fIXtures, emcee psyche-out maneuvers of fellow
really drag. The homegame of football coach Carmen Cozza's shown they could win. They Fleming and announcer Don contestants
while
waiting
"Jeopardy" was some relief. weekend postgame show. So really do like to see people win Pardo. "Fleming thinks he's a off-stage to be called for a game.
During school, Jack also seasoned, Jack collected $6,000 money!"
real 'star', and really believes "One guy just kept spouting out
regularly beat a fellow Eli who on his first show in February,
Again, on this second show, that his name and face are easily quotations . . from
yarious
had won $1000 on the TV game 1974.
Ford ran another category, again household familiarities with all . Shakespeare plays, trying to
He did it with some luck. in SPORTS, this time for a Americans. He's also somewhat impress you with all he ~nevy.' "
show. When Jack came to New
York City, he and Dorothy were First, "Jeopardy" had recently .$1500 bonus, a two·week trip condescending during the show
Ford is not intere,s ted l, in
· saddled with law school bills, instituted a "Run the Category" for two to London. "They only when he , gives you the games which depend .. on a
and auto repair bills, with bonus as a new gimmick, giving a have the SPORTS category on impression that he knows all the celebrity partner ("Password",
Dorothy's salary from teaching lump sum award, not to be about 10% of the shows so the answers." About the rarely seen , or "The $10,000 Pyramid",
in a North Jersey Catholic considered in the game's odds on seeing the category Pardo, Jack says he soon tired of e.g.), or which force you tO 'act
school their primary source of competition totals, to any twice in a row, let alone his routine of the same warmup like a lunatic ("The. Wizard of
it
are
pretty jokes delivered to the studio Odds", "Beat the 'Clock", and
income.. Looking to alleviate this contestant who correctly 'running'
problem, Jack tried out for " questioned" all five "answers" astronomical." Again, his two audience. "He's also a lot taller the champ, "Let's Make a Deal",
for starters.). He was attracted
"Jeopardy".
in any category. The Bonus in- opponents were women, which than you'd expect".
As for tips on how to win, to "Jeopardy" for it's pure
·
The tryout is not for minor creased every day that no one Jack felt "helped".
leaguers. Sitting in your living won, and when Jack came on the
Has Jack's success and new should any of our readers be "quiz show" nature, and the
room criticizing the TV players show, the jackpot Was at $5,000. · tfarne changed the Fords" life inclined to try to duplicate his reliance on only yourself.
The Fords' success story is
and ego-tripping with "I knew
Jack's opponents were two
any? "No", Jack explained," we success, Jack said that "getting '
THAT one!" is one thing. Sitting women, and the category
don't even get the phone calls to the buzzer fi~t is crucial. In nQt without complication,
i n a so mew hat sterile looming largest on the board was
from New Mexico rea'! estate certain of my strongest however. I first learned of Jack's
"classroom" at "Jeopardy" SPORTS. He ran four questions
salesmen that , Art Fleming . categories, r my wife and I good fortune when I overheard
seeking
advice from
headquarters with thirty other in a row in the category, warned us about." The New decided I could afford to press him
Jersey native still hopes to work the buzzer immediately without Professor Donald Sharpe on how
hopefuls, all seemingly with momentarily hesitating before
Ph.D's in etymology and · correctly identifying "Boxing"
next year for the U.S. e.ven . waiting to read the he should report his winnings on
MENSA credentials, writing as a sport banned in France in
Attorney's office in the Garden question". He feels that anyone his income tax form. All things
down "questions" to "answers" . the 1880's as too brutal. His
Stat(', or the State Attorney who is a speed reader could do considered, Jack would agree it
thrown at you rapid-fire via momentum was interrupted by a
General's office. Dorothy still really well on the show. Jack was a small price to pay.
temporarily exposed flashcards commercial, but after receiving
teaches.
is quite ' another. Jack survived encouragement from his two
Ford, the fourth highest
..1Ii. . . . .iiiiiiliiii..iiilii_.iiliiiii_iiiii...........iii. . all-time winner on "Jeopardy:'
cites ACTORS AND THEIR
ROLES, PRESIDENTS, and
by JOHN INGRAHAM
U.S. HISTORY as his best
r
categories, in addition to his
segments of New Yo.rk's
other obvious strength. Continued from page 3
population.), Mr. Potter cited a
GEOGRAPHY is out alone by
ACROSS
DOWN
Governors of the Bar precedent for a similar re,action
as
his
worst
category.
itself
1. A wrong.
1. Oral.
Before his return appearance this Association often intervenes on by the Bar. About two' pr ,three
5. Weak _ _
2. Completed.
fall
, Jack tried to bone up on such technically local infractions years ago, -the school
11. Bikini part.
3. "YOU'll get that next
this weakness with some of the law (A New York desegregation or<Jer in
yearin_. "
14. Always.
late-night cramming. He pored Times-commissioned survey Detroit-which was overturned
15. Second course.
4. Juries.
through an atlas page by page, published . November 2, 1974 by the Supreme Court of the
16. Poetic word.
5. Money, in Tokyo.
but stopped when he- came' to revealed that discrimination is United States in an eql,lally
17. Fordham exams and
6. Kind of tube . .
Africa
and saw the number of now consIdered "of immediate well-publicized decision last
7. Amaze.
flowers.
countries.
He wishes now he'd main concern" to only 10% of 'summer, generated a similar
8. Old-fashioned: Abbr.
19. Deed.
kept
on.
Betting
all his winnings New York's minorities, and the "public outcry," which in tum
20. Cornered.
9. Fish.
on
the
Final
Jeopardy
Answer, busing issue "now consuming evoked "a similar type of
I
10. Thing.
21. The
he
failed
to
get
the
right Boston" is considered "of resolution," although in the
this
fall
,
22. Dull color: Var.
11. Payto~ .
negligible concern" to all Detroit decision the public's
"question":
23. Less humid.
12. Take a break.
venom and the ABA's support
25. Wise men.
13. Chic.
focused more directly on the
27. Main points.
18. Mine entrance.
District Court judge himself. Mr.
28. Royal family.
22. Fordham alumnus.
Potter cited the language in the
29. Recent: Prefix.
24. Fee simples.
code of professional
30. More like hard wood.
Expression
of
25,
responsibility which suggests
33. Bill Russell's alma
satisfaction .
that lawyers have an obligatIon
mater.
Drink.
26.
not only to the administration
34. Slang.
27. African antelope.
of justice in a broad sense; but
35. Kinds of electricity.
Ring
victories.
28.
to aid judges criticized for the
38.
committee.
31. Sea birds.
substance of their decisions.
40. Grain.
32. Ripen.
Regarding the controversial
41. Levels.
36. Squid.
statement on this Boston busing
43. Virile .
37. Eye problem.
issue by the ,President of the
45. Torturers.
39. Red_.
United States, Mr. Potter
46. Congressperson.
41. ----of Peace.
insisted that the . Bar
47. Fluff.
42. Sharp $urgical
Association's camm.ents · were
instrument.
48. Sadat's land.
not to be taken as criticism of
50. Vegetables.
44. "_well ... "
Mr. Ford. However, under
53. Ref. book.
46. Money.
. persisten l' questioning, Mr.
54. Input for a computer.
47. Necklaces.
Potter conceded that Mr. Ford's
48. Team Canada's
57. Diamonds.
name
had come up in the
rival.
58. Play the lead again:
deliberations, but only, said
49. "_boy!"
59. Fumble.
Potter, because "we had
51. Upon.
60. Defeat, at bridge.
collected all the clippings we
52. Fluids.
61. Old fiddles.
could find" that were relevant,
54. Coli. students.
62. Nerves, for Arnie.
and the Chief Executive's name
55. Up to now.
inevitably appeared in some of
56. Abbr. for mom.
them."

Crossword

A~B.~. calls for

law, order in Mass.
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NEWSBRIEFS
by Jane S. McMahon

At Fordham . ...
U.S. ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
The u.s. Attorney's office is
looking for four volunteers to
work 10 hours a week for the
remainder of this semester as
student assistants·. There will be
no credit or compensation.
However, these four students
will automatically be selected
for the Spring semester although
others may also apply for the
Spring program. All interested
students should contact
Professor Henry Putzel, room
15B, immediately.
CORPORATE LAW INSTITUTE
The Corporate Law Institute,
sponsored by the Alumni
Association and the law school
to deal with multinational
anti·trust problems, will be held
at Fordham's Pope Auditorium
today and tomorrow. Professors
Ha w k and Crowley helped
organize the institute, whose
pu r'pose is to acquaint
practitioners with continuing
legar problems in the anti-trust
field. Students may attend free
of charge.. if there is room
available - check with Professor
Hawk.
"WORMSER COMPETITION
All students are welcome to
attend the Wormser Moot Court
Competition on December 3 at
7:00 pm in the Moot Court
room. Forty-eight students,
. participating in teams of two,
will argue whether the refusal of
. a municipality to provide .
essential services (water, sewage)
to a low-cost housing project is
dtscriminatory. Federal Court
;Justices David Edelstein, Morris
Lasker and William Mulligan will'
preside. A party in the faculty
lounge follows the competition.
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSEL'ING
CENTER AT FORDHAM
Personal counseling is now
available to any law student who
wants to discuss priva~ matters
in a confidential manner with a
professional member of the
counseling center staff. There is
charge to students. The
center is located in Lowenstein,
arid" its hours are 10:00-6:00
Monday - Thursday, 9:00-5:00
. Friday, Those interested in more
information can call the center
at'9S6:9309.

'no

SBADANCE
For $5 a couple ($3 single)
you can dance to a live band and
imbibe as much as you care to at
the SBA Cocktail Party and '
Dance on December 7. The
Lowenstein Faculty Lounge is
the site of this year's social
highlight, and according to John
Ribeiro ..
a n i m p lie d
(non-enforceable) warranty of a
good time accompanies the
tickets which will - be on sale
shortly through class
representatives and the SBA
.
FACULTY MEMBER ATTENDS
CONFERENCE ON WATER LAW
Professor Ludwig TeCiaff is to
attend a conference as a United
Nations Consultant on water law
to be held in Tel Aviv,
November 11-22. This regional

conference will draw THE MUSIC OF LOUIS
representatives from 20 nations ARMSTRONG AT LOWER
who are concerned with the PRICED SEATS
problem of securing an adequate
The ' New York Jazz
supply of good water for the Repertory Company presents an
21st century. Lawyers , evening of Louis Armstrong's'
economists and technicians who -music at Carnegie Hall on
are authorities in the field of Friday. This concert will cover
water will attend. The U.N. has the big band segment of the
sponsored this conference in Armstrong era and will ' use
.' preparation for an international portions of an Armstrong film in
conference on water to be held such a way that Louis
in 1977 in Buenos Aires.
Armstrong will narrate part of
Professor Teclaff will present the concert. Admission prices
photo by Tom McDonnell
a paper entitled "Legal have been lowered to $3.50, Browne Dozier of University Security, whose quick action foiled
Alternatives of Water Use and 4.50 and 5.50 to introduce the would-be bike thieves.
Re-Use" and will lead a Jazz Repertory Company to as
discussion on water law.
broad a segment of the public as
possible.
FLAW REVIEW
The SBA has granted $200 to
John Ribeiro, 3B, to produce
two issues of his much-awaited
Flaw Review. The first issue will
appear December 11 and is
aimed as a study guide to help
students to prepare for the rigors
of January exams.
ABA-LSD CLIENT COl}NSELING
COMPETITION
The Law Student Division of
the ABA is sponsoring a
competition to test student skill
in counseling. This year the
problem selected is one of
professional responsibility.
Students, who work in pairs in a
simulated law firm situation,
interview .a client to obtain the
information relevant to the case,
and propose either a solution or
a research approach to the
problem. After the interview,
students -prepare a verbal
post-interview memo. Winning
teams receive awards from
$100 - $300. The deacVtn.e to
apply is November ,·18th.
Interested persons can contact
Nick Letizia, 2B, ABA-LSD
repr 'e sentative at (201)
339-8013.
'NEW FEDERAL LAW JOB
CATALOGUE
The American Bar
Association IS publishing a book
cataloguing law job possibilities
with the federal government.
Entitled "Federal . Government
Legal Career Opportunities", the
158-page publication describes
briefly the anticipated job
openings, type of work,
location, qualifications and how
to apply. Further information
can be obtained by writing to:
Alice Fried, American Bar
Association, 1155 E. 60th St. ,
Chicago, Ill. 60637.
And Elsewhere ....
HENRIK IBSEN'S "GHOSTS"
Aficionados of Henrik Ibsen
who live on the West Side will
undoubtedly be pleased to learn
that Ibsen's "Ghosts'" will be
presented at the Universalist
Church, 4 West 76th St. The
production is by Time & Space,
Ltd., the dates are Saturday and
Sunday evenings at 8:00 pm,
November 9 - December 22,
and the price is a manageable
$2.50. Coffee and discussion
follow. More information
available by calling 873-3645.

I

HENRY STAMPLER'S

Guard apprehends
2 bike thieves

WEST SIDE'S
HARVEST FAIR

of trouble for six months, the
by Jane S. McMahon
Quick action by an alert law case against him will be
The West Side YMCA at 63rd student and the law school dismissed.
According to Mr. Leo, the
St. and Central Park West is guard, Mr. Browne Do~ier,
having ·aHarvest Fair Sunday, thwarted an attempted bike Head of Security at the Lincoln
November 17, from .1:00-5:00 theft on the afternoon of Center campus, a previous
pm. The day s events Involve use October 28. Mr. Dozier was ' Advocate article is to be credited
of the Y's facilities, including notified by a student that two with informing students of the
the p.ool, a Book Fair, games, persons were loitering around bike theft problem. Mr. Leo
hom e - made pastries and the bike rack which is located in urges that the side door entrance
pies - all for a donation of $2 the corridor immediately within to the law school be locked and
per family up to 5 persons, and the side door entrance to the law Dean Joseph McLaughlin has
$.50 for each additional person. school from West 62nd Street. taken . this suggestion under
The two persons, Luis consideration.
San tori , an 18 year old male,
and Jeri Ortiz, a 26 year old
female,
were not law students
SKI BROMLEY AT A
and were unable to give a
DISCOUNT
satisfactory explanation for their
The Bromley Ski Area in presence in the schooi. A 28"
Manches ter, Vermon t has wire bolt cutter was found in Continued from page-1
While the program, even at
announced a new price policy on their possession .
lift tickets for -student skiers.
Dean Robert Hanlon notified . five places would not adequately
The Bromley College Card, free the police who arrested the pair serve student needs, there is a
upon request until November and charged them with ~riminal hope that the money marks iust
15 (and $3 thereafter); will trespass and possession of the beginning of an expansive
entitle students to a savings of burglary tools. Disposition of clinical trend.
Professor Putzel would like to
$3 per lift ticket, good on the cases was made on October
weekends , weekdays and 29 by Judge Brown in Criminal see students placed in other U.S.
holidays. To get this card, write Court, Part 3. Jeri Ortiz was Attorneys' offices and has hopes
Ms. Kit Cooper at Bromley, given a conditional discharge that eventually student summer
Manchester, Vermol1t 05255 and after a plea of guilty, and Luis work can be sudsidized.
University reluctance to
include school affiliation, . Santori's case was adjourned in
address, and student 10 card contemplation of a dismissal, spend its money in off-campus
number if appropriate.
which means that if he stays out employment does not seem to
be changing. There is a feeling
,-__________________________ among many people close to the

U.S.D.A.
cuts

Benefits of membership in the Law Student Division of the ABA
include a subscription to Student Lawyer, a national placement
service and low cost life insurance. If interested, send in the
application below.

American Bar Association

Application for
Law Student Membership
American Bar Association

.1155 East 60th Street

.~

Chicago . Illinois 60637

Pleak print or type
Name __________~~--------~~~--------~~--Last
First
Midd Ie
Ma iling Address ---------;:::---:------------:-------7'""--..:...
Street
Apt.
City

State

Zip Code

Law School ______________________________________
ijirthDate

DO 00 00
Month

Day

Year

o want
Check box and rery'lit $1 .50 if you
to receive ABA Journal.

.Date Admitted
to Law School

00 00
Month

Year

DO 00

Prospect ive
Graduation Date Month

Year '

a

As law student or regular member of the American Bar Association,
I will abide by its Constitution, By-Laws and Code of Professional
Responsibil ity .
Signature - ______________________ Date _ _ _ _ __
Dues-lire $5.00 f or the member~h i p year October 1 through September 30,
payable .to the American Bar Association . Dues must accompany this
applicatIon .

situation that the $5000
donation was made to placate
increasing student demand for
allocation of federal work-study
money.
The cautious fiscal course
which the Law School has taken
on this matter may persuade the
University that the Law School
can effectively administer a good
clinical employment program.
That was the hope expressed by
Professor Crowley. But that
policy may also further embitter
law studenj;s who feel that the
University's tight fiscal policy
has cost them more in terms of a
lost opportunity than the
University has realized in dollar
savings.

§!!!!~ey
Professor's Duty
Professor Sweeney indicated
that he understood why a
two-week absence early in the
year did not sit well with some
students, particularly his first
year torts students. But the
Commission Delegates are
mostly government officials
rather than academics,
the
conferences are usually callen
during the school year. P'
fellow professors had
objections, and he feels thai
professors have a duty to offer
their services to improve tJ--o
Law. The student is beneflttr
from faculty involveme'
.,.
that such · exPerience f'
teacher's perspective.

so

J

Central Park West at 61st Street
."FINE LUNCHEONS AND DINNERS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS"

HEADQUARTERS USE ONLY

I

00

00

GO

000000

Law Sch.
.Code

Alpha. Stat~
Code
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State Code

Section Code
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Legal placement compared
by Mark Lichtblau
It has 'been said that, the
economy being what it is, the
only ones who are making
money . are the emplpyment
agencies. While this is not
exactly the case, there is no
d'enying that the job market is
very tight . for everyone,
including law students and
lawyers.
However, each law school has
its own "fee-raid agency" in the
institution of the placement
office. As is the case with all
other employment services, the
placement office's· function can
be broken dow,l) into two major
components: first, obtaining
orders for available positions,
and secondly, filling those
positions with qualified
applicants. The means used to
accomplish these two goals vary
from employment agency to
employment agency '- and
equally, from placement office
to placement office.
Computerized Office
While -there are obvious
differens:es between an
employment agency and a law
school placement office, the
analogy does permit some
surprising comparisons. For
e x amp Ie, the re is 0 n e
employmel)t agency which
advertises itself as the "only
computerized agency in New
York." A similar title could be
conferred upon the placement
office of Columbia Law School.
It appeared to me in my
conversation with Assistant
Director Susan Case, that the
office rarely had much to do
with the students on any kind of
individual ,basis for counselling
purposes. Under the present
system, the same firms that have
attended in the past are sent
invitations in the spring to
Oolumbia's placement program
the following fall . There is no
pressing urgency to contact.
many new firms, Ms. Case
informed me since many of the
firms seek Columbia out ,first.
The students then register
according to their geographical
preference and class. All this
information is fed into the
computer, which selects at
random the requisite number of
students , with the ·appropriate
geographical preference for
interviews with the various
firms. Any overflow resumes are
mailed . to the firms for
examination.
Columbia also runs a
"placement fair" one week prior
to the beginning of classes where
ninety of the largest firms in the
city and such students as may be
interesteq are matched ' up by
computer, according to
perference, not qualifications.
Columbia has a student body of
about 300 per class, so they
m ti st really keep that ole
computer hummin' . The '
placement office has one
director, one assistant director~
and one part-time and two
full-time workers. There are s.ix
in te rviewing rooms and an
administrative office. I COUldn't
help but wonder what the staff
actually does, with the computer
setting up all ' the interviews.
Well , I guess someone has to
mail all those letters and program
the computer.
Screening
The- placement directors at
Hofstra, Brooklyn, and N.Y.U.
Law Schools were most
emphatic about not doing any
preliminary screening for the
firms interviewing on campus_
Ms_ Kruger at N_Y.U. told me
that she felt that the
interviewing time was very
threatening to the students, and

that she didn't feel that the
pattern of the last three schools.
placement office should "further In addition, however, Ms. Tucci'
threaten" them.
and her staff (consisting of one
Ms. Kruger supervises a assistant, two secretaries, and
mailing in the spring to the firms
two part-time students)
w:hich had previously recruited
a,dminister the most complete
at N.Y.U. as well as new iirms
placement program of any of the
chosen by Ms. Kruger personally,
schools with whom I spoke.
Another mailing is done in the
Aside from attempting to
summer to second and third-year
provide jobs for second and
students, informing them about
third-year students, the office
the recruiting program. A list of
also provides counselling and
prospective employers is
employment programs for
pu blished in mid-September.
first-year students, a total of
The students choose which firms
2500. Along with this, the office
they would like to see , and are
also helps to find teaching
accomodated on a first-come,
positions for alumni , and
first-served basis. The placement
administers a judicial clerkship
office functions largely as a
program.
counselling center to aid
students in selecting firms
Sensitivity
commensurate with their
Apart from all these things
interests and qualifications. This
however, what impressed me
is facilitated by an extensive
most of all was Ms. Tucci's
follow-up which the office does
involvement with the program
with each firm as to the number
of students hired, grades, rank in ' on a personal basis. Her
.!!Iass, etc the previous year. As sensitivity to the stUdents'
is the case with every other problems and needs was
apparent even over the
school I contacted, when a firm
recruiting at N.Y . U. is telephone. Perhaps that is one
over-registered, all the resumes reason why Georgetown's
are sent to the firm for their placement office can so ably
examination. N. Y. U. has a total serve such a large student body
of 3 . full -timers and one with such a small staff.
(HELP WANTED
part-timer to handle a student
MALE
/ FEMALE
Young
body of 360 per class, and one
lawyer,
no
exp
nec,
$hi.
June
full-time counsellor with a
,'75 grad okay. Will consider all.
secretary for an ~kM. program
Y2X4Z6 Times or local
of 1200.
placement office.)
Expanding
This is basically the program
followed at Hofstra and.
Brooklyn, absent the extensive
follow-up. Mr. Sandy Miller at
Hofstra handles a student body
of about 620 with the help of
only one secretary. Hofstra is a
comparative newcomer to the
law school scene in the New
York area and, as such, has
obvious problems not fared by
the other schools. Mr. Miller
seems to be bending his most
strenous efforts toward
expanding the number of firms
coming to interview on the
campus.
Henry Haverstick at
Brooklyn , also sees this
expansion as a high priority.
Each spring he mails invitations
to over 3,000 prospective
employers, many of whom, he
informed me, are not actually
law firms. Any concern that has
hired lawyers may be extended
an invitation. Mr. Haverstick and
his assistant handle a student
body of 1200.
. Anna Tucci has been in
charge of the placement office at
Georgetown , Law School for
over twenty years. Her program
also conforms largely to the
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Profs available to aid jobless
Professor Lanzerone, Wall
Street practice, small
sulJurban firms. All day '
Monday and Friday; Tuesday
12:00-3:00.
Professor H. T. Sprow,
Securities and Corporate Law.
At School: Wed: and Thurs.
10:30-12:00 and 2:30-4:00.
At Offices of Merrill, Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner and Smith,
One Liberty Plaza (Wall St.
area) by appointment, call
766-5685.
Professor Joseph Perillo,
International Practice or
Studies. Whenever in his
office.
Professor Shelia.Birnbaum,
Litigation, Monday 2:00-6:00
Professor Robert M. Byrn
Whenever in his office.
Professor Barry Hawk,
Antitrust. Whenever in his
office.
Professor J. O'Connor,
Criminal Law. Whenever in his
office.
Professor M. Fogelman,
Judicial Clerkships. Whenever
in his office.
Professor Gerald T.
McLimghlin,Wall Street firms,
Legal Services. Wed., Thurs.,
and other times when in his
office.

Professor E. Yorio, Wall Street
practice, tax law; Whenever he .
is in his office.
Professor George Books,
Corporate. Wednesday
morning.
Professor Dave Richards,
Private commercial law firms.
Thursday 4:00-6:00, ::.nd
other times when in his office.
Professor Ludwig A. Teclaff,
International Law and
Environmental Law.
Whenever in his qffice.
Professor Katsoris, Tax,
Accounting, and Litigation.
Whenever in his office.
Professor Henry Putzel,
Criminal law, clerkships, and
Wall St. firms. Whenever in his
office, with some notice.
Professor Rhoda Roth,
Corporate and Insurance,law
Wed. after 8:00, and by
apPoin tmen t.
Professor T. Quinn,
Community legal services, i.e.
low income clients, Legal Aid,
etc. Mon. 3:00-5:00
Professor Joseph Sweeney,
Admiralty, Aviation,
International Trade, and the
State Department and United
Nations. Tues. 4:00-6:00,
Thurs. 2: 00-4: 00, and any
other time when he is in his
office.

Fordham Placement:

Small staff limits services
by Michael Puleo

Easy Target
This search for "a job" is
inevitably .. depressing and
frustrating . The competition in
today's depressed job market is
worse than even last year's
dismal5ituation. Everyone wants
to be a lawyer, and it seems that
everyone else is determined to
kindly tell you that you can't. It
is thus no surprise that a certain
amount of the student's
frustration is vented against the
Placement Office.'
Ms. Leslie Goldman, who
runs Fordam's placement
services, declined the
opportunity to respond to S~>lpg
of the student's complaints. / She
plead ed unavailability, being
busy runni~g the "on
, campus" interviews.
Observations

For everything there is a
season, and for the senior at law
school this is the season for the
job hunter. For the lucky, or to
be more generous, for the
talented few, offers rest in hand
waiting to be accepted. These
more than likely resulted from
the labors of the past summer.
The second year student who
obtains employment in an
established, big-name firm is
generally placed in a summer
program with the understanding
that at the end of August a
certain percentage of the
summer associates will receive
offers for full time work with
the firm. However, for the vast
majority of the senior class no
offers exist, and it soon becomes
apparent that finding one
requires nearly full time
First observation is that it is
commitment, stamina, and no pure folly to expect a iob from '
. the firms who come to Fordham
small portion of luck.
unless you have placed in the
top quarter of your class.
Because this is the caSe, the
Placement Office is frequently
charged with catering to the law
review student, leaving the rest
of us to the chore of typing
letters and licking stamps. It
would be much better if
Fordham could get a few
moderate-size, small-size firms to
come calling, but unfortunately
such firms generally have little
time or money to spend
in te rviewing students. It is
disturbing however to learn how '
few firms do come to Fordham
when one hears how many
interview at such places as
Columbia and N.Y.U.
No Diversity

The interview list continues
t o o ffer very little in
geographical diversity. Most of
the companies and firms are
from New York City. There has
bee'n some improvement in this
photo by Bob Grant area in the past few years: firms
Leslie Goldman, harried Placement Director, needs a larger staff and ' from Rochester, Buffalo,
more employers.
Cobnecticut, and even Newark

have appeared on the list. Most
notable by their absence are
Boston, Washington, and
Chicago concerns.
There have also been
complaints that not enough
corporations, banks, insurance
companies and other non-firm
alternatives are on the list. The
number of companies visiting
says a lot about the economy of
this nation. But here is an area
that the Placement Office might
concentrate more on, as these
are the types of places where the
average student has at least some
chance of getting past the initial
interview.
Understaffed Office
There have been complaints
of late postings of interview
she e ts, and generally poor
availability of information
concerning the interviewing
parties. A number of students
were unaware that the Queens
D.A. requires its employees to
be residents of Queens County.
A number of students have
waited till quite late in the day
, for the interviewing schedules to
go up. This year the Placement
Office quite wisely asked the
firms to choose the students
who they wished to see. This
could well cause delay in posting
if the firms proved tardy in
getting the sheets back. But
these problems resolve
themselves down to the fact that
the Placement Office is staffed
by only two people. When
allocating resources Fordham
University has been less than
generous towards this office. It
is no surprise that students will
become impatient with the
shortcomings that are produced
by an understaffed and
under-funded Placement Office.
Priorities perhaps need
examining in the University's
funding. One thing is certain
however: the general concensus
is that the Placement Office
should and must do a more
complete and better job.
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